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Furthering his feedback given on the day of the Invoice Implementation Workshop, Cameron stated that the 
"day proved extremely informative, the planning throughout was excellent - the catering and venue were 
both great. In summary, everything just worked and was perfect. The leaders of the Implementation 
Workshop showed great understanding of our needs."

A key takeaway and benefit felt by Cameron, and thus Common Purpose UK, off the back of attending the 
Invoice Implementation Workshop was the understanding he gained of the SAP Concur Invoice solution. “The 
leaders of the Implementation Workshop were really informative and were able to explain the different 
processes in depth… the guys knew the answers to every question!”

“Cameron would absolutely recommend attending an Implementation Workshop” to a business 
implementing an SAP Concur solution. Attending the Invoice Implementation Workshop left Cameron feeling 
enabled to “progress with implementation and roll out.” When asked what advice he would give to anyone 
interested in attending an Implementation Workshop, Cameron shared "go in prepared” and know “what 
objectives you want to achieve.” Cameron also stated a need to “do all the prep work provided to ensure your 
own understanding… it’s only going to make everything easier!"

• Implementation Workshops offer in person, expert guidance for the set-up of a SAP Concur tool along 
with product configuration, and explanation. The One Day Implementation Workshops help to ensure a 
smooth deployment of the SAP Concur tool to end users.

• This one-page customer case study details the experience of Cameron Smith, Finance Operations 
Manager, Common Purpose UK, who attended an Invoice Implementation Workshop hosted by SAP 
Concur in January 2020.

• Common Purpose Charitable Trust is a not-for-profit organisation, founded in 1989, that is devoted to 
developing leaders through face-to-face and online leadership programmes.

• This case study is focused upon Common Purpose UK, based in London.

Learn more at concur.co.uk  
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